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to open this PDF file: Preparing document to print ... 0% Sol Republic Punk is a micro wireless speaker that is on the market in a market resistant to water, dust and shocks. The punk speaker is advertised as a small but powerful wireless Bluetooth speaker with six Watts power. It was first available in September 2014.
Punk is a low-frills version of the Sol Republic Deck speaker, which includes speaker capabilities, a front LED that changes color, and NFC pairing (Punk doesn't include any of these features). The punk speaker includes a 4-inch threaded mount so users can attach the speaker to various bike racks and cameras sold
separately. It also includes input as well as output, so users can connect a Punk speaker to a stereo or home theater and use it as a Bluetooth adapter. Includes a 3.5mm audio cable for input purposes. According to a review of sol republic punk speakers CNET.com, it produces loud sound for its small size with minimal
distortion. It also has a decent battery life (8 hours) and offers an extended wireless range (up to 60 feet, which is about twice the range of comparable Bluetooth speakers). The Sol Republic Punk speaker is released in black, dark blue, red and green body paint. This includes the name Sol Republic in large letter on one
side of the speaker and a stylized version of the word SOL on the upper face of the speaker. Brand: SOL REPUBLIC Date First available: September 11, 2014 ASIN: B00NJI7WSI Weight of items: 0.7 Pounds Color: Black, Red, green, blue power Source: Battery-powered batteries: 1 1 Lithy-ion battery required
impedance: 8 Ohm Product dimensions: 5.2 x 5.09 x 2.29 inches 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 This website or its third-party tools use cookies , which are necessary for its functioning and necessary to achieve the purposes presented in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw consent to all or
some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, moving this page, clicking on the link or continuing browsing, you otherwise agree to the use of cookies. SHADOW WIRELESS HEADPHONES How to get the best wireless connection Wireless headphones are great, freeing you from cables. And
with all wireless devices, obstacles can interfere with the quality of Bluetooth signals - human bodies are the worst.  Don't panic. We creatively inserted an extra-long antenna into Shadow's right cable for improved reception. We recommend carrying the device in the front right pocket (no pocket) or rest it on the table in
front of you. Connect SHADOW to iPhone via Bluetooth: Turn on SHADOW and it will automatically switch to Pair mode (Blue LED flashes as heart rate) Now go to settings on iPhone, Tap Settings &gt; General &gt; Bluetooth on Bluetooth (swipe to turn around) After seeing SHADOW appear in the device list, select it
You'll hear a tone indicating that your pairing is done - play music Connect SHADOW to android phone via Bluetooth : Turn on SHADOW and it will automatically switch to pairing mode (Blue LED flashes as a heartbeat) Now go to the settings on your Android phone, tap Apps &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth Turn on
Bluetooth Press the scanning button, it will search for visible devices After seeing SHADOW appear in the list of devices, select it You will hear a tone indicating that your pairing is complete You're done - play music With connectivity to two devices (multiple points) , you can listen to music or watch a video on your laptop
or tablet and receive calls from your phone. You can even connect to another phone. After pairing with the start device (that is, your phone), press and release the multifunction key and volume down key at the same time to turn on connectivity to multiple devices. You should hear ready to pair (THE LED will 'breathe'). On
the new device you want to pair (say a laptop), go to Bluetooth® menu on your device to pair and select SHADOW. Go back to Bluetooth® settings on the first paired device to reconnect the Shadow. You should now have both devices connected and you won't need to pair them again. Each time you turn on SHADOW,
you should hear 2 double lift tones, one per device. PUNK Connect PUNK to iPhone via Bluetooth: Hold down the button to turn on the PUNK power button and press the Bluetooth key for 2 seconds You'll also see a flashing blue light, which means that in pairing mode Now go to the settings on your iPhone, tap Settings
&gt; General &gt; Bluetooth on Bluetooth (swipe to turn on) After seeing PUNK, appear in the list of devices , select which one you're connected to and you can play music You'll hear the confirmation sound you've done Connect PUNK to your Android phone via Bluetooth: Hold down the BUTTON to turn on PUNK &amp;
press bluetooth button for 2 seconds You'll also see a flashing blue light, which means that in pairing mode Now go to settings on your Android phone, tap Apps &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth Turn on Bluetooth Press the scanning button , will search for visible devices After you see PUNK appearing in the list of devices,
select it Now you are connected and you can play music You will hear the sound of confirmation and you can start listening to music DECK ULTRA DECK ULTRA on iPhone via Bluetooth: Hold the button to turn on the DECK ULTRA Key M will flash blue light which means that in pairing mode Now go to the settings on
your iPhone . Settings &gt; General &gt; Bluetooth Turn bluetooth on (swipe to turn on) After seeing DECK ULTRA appear in the list of devices, select it Now you are connected and you can play music You will hear the sound of the receipt and now you can play music Connect DECK ULTRA to Android phone via
Bluetooth: Hold the button to turn on the DECK ULTRA Button M will flash blue light which means that in pairing mode Now go to settings on your Android phone , tap Apps &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth Turn on Bluetooth Press the scanning button, it will search for visible devices After seeing DECK ULTRA appear in the
list of devices, choose It Now you are connected and you can play music You will hear the sound of confirmation and now you can play connect deck ULTRA music using NFC:Go to the settings on your Android phone , tap Apps &gt; Settings &gt; Bluetooth turn on Bluetooth and choose more Make sure NFC is easyed ,
if you do not enable it Tap the phone at the top of the DECK ULTRA Your ULTRA deck should automatically turn on You should receive a notification to pair DECK ULTRA with your phone. Select yes. You'll hear a confirmation sound and you can start listening to TRACKS AIR Connect TRACKS AIR music on your
iPhone via Bluetooth: Hold down tracks air power button You'll hear TRACKS AIR ready to pair followed by a heart rate Now go to settings on your iPhone, tap Settings &gt; General &gt; Bluetooth turn bluetooth on (swipe to turn on) After seeing TRACKS AIR appear in the device list , select it Now you're connected and
you can play music You'll hear the confirmation sound and you can start listening to music Connect to tracks AIndroid phone via Bluetooth: Hold the button to turn on TRACKS AIR You'll hear TRACKS AIR is ready to pair followed by a heartbeat Now go to the settings on your Android phone, tap Apps &gt; Settings &gt;
Bluetooth Turn on Bluetooth Press the scanning button , will search for visible devices After you see TRACKS AIR appear in the list of devices, select it Now you are connected and you can play music You will hear the sound of confirmation and you can start listening to music Connect to TRACKS AIR using NFC Go to
settings on Android phone, tap Apps &gt; Bluetooth settings turn on Bluetooth and select more Make sure NFC corner , if you don't enable this Tap your phone to the right sound engine Your Tracks AIR should turn on automatically You should receive a notification to pair your Tracks AIR phone. Select yes. You will hear
the confirmation sound and you can start listening to music We have a book library available with instructions for downloading in PDF format.* Select the product you are looking for to start downloading. Choose your product SOL REPUBLIC Jax (1111) SOL REPUBLIC Jax (1112) SOL REPUBLIC Relays (1151) SOL
REPUBLIC Relay Sport SOL REPUBLIC Relej Sport Wireless Wireless SOL REPUBLIC Shadow (1140) SOL REPUBLIC Tracks HD2 (1251) SOL REPUBLIC Master Tracks (1601) SOL REPUBLIC Master Tracks XC (1631) SOL REPUBLIC Amps Air (1190) SOL REPUBLIC Amps Air 12.0 (EP-1195) SOL REPUBLIC
Shadow Fusion (EP-1200) SOL REPUBLIC Soundtrack Pro (SOL-HP1400) SOL REPUBLIC Soundtrack Pro ANC (SOL-HP1410) (SOL-HP1410)
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